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The prime -purpose of this study was to investigate the effects 
of various dispatching pol-icies in a particular class of production 
-, 
shop·, the make-to-order-assembly· shop. Since no model existed for 
this· type ol shop, it was necessary to formulate a general model . 
The IBM General Pu~pose System Simulator w~s selected as _the means 
for implementing the model. The model was then adapted to a physical 
s--ho-p---by----i--nse-rti-ng- sho-p-and- .pr.oduct -parameters-~ 
Three priority rules for dispatching were compared by simulating 
shop operation under the three separate policies. The rules tested 
- -- -------- ---I 
were firs·t-come-first-served (FCFS), earliest due-date (DATE) and 
minimum lateness per operation (LATO). The criteria used· for com-
parison of performance was lateness, in-process inventory and the 
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I ! INTRODUCTION 
.• t. 
I ........... .,,. __ _. 
·---- --
---- ..P r ; 
-----
I 
The make-to-order assembly shop-represerfts a large cl ass -of p~~-~---~--1 i 
duct ion shops. The form of production-·-l0ies between the generally 
recognized extremes which have been outlined by Magee [36, p.198]. 
----·------·-·--------
-·--- . - -- ··- ----~--
-·-------·· - ---
- -.,.------- - -
" . " These extremes are the functional form or Job-shop - and the product 





----S-i-nce no rigorous -clas-sifications exist for types of production-
·I. • 
systems, the make-to-order assembly shop prod~ction ·was defined in 
terms of the product and shop characteristics. 
Product Properties 
1. The product is of a unique or custom nature in that it is ·· 
manufactured to a particular specification. 





The~roduc t is fabricated in sequent-ial operations. 
p,· 




generations of subassemblies. 
' --- ----- - ~:-~--~------- - _________ _B. Each unit_, without regard to generatj .. 011~ f:1.Qws through· 
the shop in a predetermined path. (With the exceptiob of 
' ' 
:;, ,. 
such operations . which performed prooa~ as repair a~e on a 




The product . made to order rather than stock. 1S 
-· .. 
" 
5. Operation times are-. dependent on both the product and the -
·- 6. Unit cost is relatively high: 
......... ,,.,.."-: 
- . ~ _.,.,., 
·-··-······--
""'.!· 























3 ·-·,. \ 
.. -
Production· Shop Pr-operties 
.. 
. 
. .. - - - - - -- -- ·-- ·- -
,. . 1. The shop is divided-into work or operation ,areas. --(-In .. the -. . - - --· .J~ ---- . 
- --··\. 
~---· case of building construction, ship buildingj eic., the 
equivalent would be work gangs and special~shops.) 
2. Each op~ration area has some definitive productive capnci ty .. 
•lc. ,,, 
.. 
3. Queues can form i.n front of any operat iori area .. 
- --- --- --- . . 
. . . --.. --. -------~----··---------·
-------···· 
4.. Skills. and/or machines are common to the operation area; 
henc~, any operator can work on any unit requiring service. 
---·-------1-·----. -----------'--'--- ' 
- :·:··-,-. 
\. 
- -- - - ···-- ,. -~ ....... ~ . "".-




__ Hav~ng set down the character is-tics· of -t~~-m-~ke..;.to-order- assembly··----~--~=-·-"---
. . . 




. ·"" of various authors can be made. 
1. Demczynski [17]: Assembiy Shop 
2. Drucker [ 18] : Unique-P:r_9duct ___ Shop _________ ~--- -~ __ 
~--~---··--···-··· 
3. Eilon [19]: Job-Production Shop set up to pr9duce a small 
number of pieces intermittently when the need arises. 
. I . 
4. McFarland [ 39]: . Uniqu·e-Product or Oustom Shop 
. . ;.,_ ... ··-_- ............ . :c·. - ...... ...... : ····-- '" -·-· ·-· ........ - .... -. ·.· ......... - ........ ... -
5. · Re infield [ 42]: Job-Shop 







~- - :; -.-· ---~~ --- ..o.--. - - . -- --- -
....... , 
r . ..,. 
. ~-
The ambiguity -in class if icat ions, ·wh±ch led to the def-i-n:4.-n~m------· - --------------------- ---- -
· 11 
~."\ . 







Scheduling .. ·- --- . ·------- ~-----------
The production control system-is an important part of the infor-
mation flow and control system of -any manu.fa~ing org...an..iz.a-t.ion____ One-~~--
of the prime functions of production control is scheduling. For this 




. •· . 
-... :,:~~:;;.}··:.·;~-?~:.,~;~-;~~,~-:0z;r0~1~1~.}:·~~~~~::-~·-~,FJ£:t\'.~iTo,~.:~;;;;_,.:./~;;~~~~,-~:-~!-.~~;:.~~:\~:~ . 
-·--·--
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. . f?-'-~- . 
·--.. j •-.-~-- ., ... 
The limi-ting definit·ions for these phases are as _follows: 
Loading: , Establishing the ;ratio of th~ ,total hours of demand - · 
. i 
'I 
to the total hours of capacity for a given time inter-
val without considering detailed job assignments. 
Scheduling: Establishment of the overall manufacturing cycle.· 
(r • 
Implicit in this phase is the assignment of start dates 
.,..~ ,.. ,. 
; ,.'..,.' ' 
''" I 
..... --·-- - --- ·-· ·--·-·-·----~ • ~--- ---·-·-·· -- j__ 
or due dates. .. 
"" 
Dispatching: The determination df which job will be worked on 




_Q_f __ J1 _ f acil i.ty ~ This phase must include a_ meth()<!_ ~~r 
assigning priorities'to all jobs since it is not 
practical to examine only those jobs which are 1n 
-compe-tttion at a particular ·instant. 
The scheduling function must be performed in keeping with certain 
~ goals. The goals of production control in any type of production system 
- -
ar~normally stated as part of management policy. Minimtzation of ) 
l 
manufacturing 'costs, optimization of machine and labor utilization, and 
minimization of manufacturing cycle time are a few specific examples. 
In general, all of the goals are associated with th-e maximization of 
the rate,. of return on,the capi tal ___ allocated to filling customers orders. 
To d~te, no formal attention has been given to the scheduling· 
-; " --·-- ', 
therefore, necessary to look to other classes of production for applt-








The mass production_ class is exemp_l_i_f_:Led ____ b~ tile assembly~l~i~n~e--'..... _____ --~'· ~,! 





- . .,.!,- ·'1\'~" -
- '"' 





1_-t- • ,' 
, • .-.-< 
-----·--·--------·····-· --····-· -----
. ·-- , ____ ...... 
... 
. 'J . 
~ .. !--;----· 




5 •· -,,-,· -.l 
· Due to the vast differences.· in both product and shop characteristics, · 
_no application fo·r the line-balanc;:ing techniques could be found in __ "t_!t~-
make~to-order as~embly shop • 
.............................. 
Job-shops are op~rat,ing and meeting their customer demands.-
0 
Therefore, the job-shop scheduling problem has been solved to some 
degree. Many, shops use an infonna~ scheduling routine where a foreman 








on pas,t experience. Gantt load charts and expediting in lieu of . 
..• . ' "' 
.. ···1 . . . 
- -----··-
·~--------.·-· - - ··. 




-'---- ·--------fo.mal----sche.du ling_ .... are two . other ... c.ommon .. metho ds. Re_c_ent_ ly ,- r.e_se.archers __________ ._--·-----~-: ............  




'1 'l l 
'_··.'_._·1 
have investigated several formal methods of approach. Various mathe- - !I 
.. 
ma~ical models, iterative procedures and priority rules are the major 
categories. 
Statement_ o.f .the Problem { ' 
The scheduling task in the make-to-order assembly shop has not 
....... ~-----~---~--~------- -
been approached either fonnaliy or through simulation. One of the most 
• l-. '""\"> 
i",, 
promising of · the approaches to the jo_b-shop scheduling problem has been 
r·o 
the use of various priority rules for.dispatching. Since the make-to-
order assembly shop is similar to the job-shop in many respects, it 
·-... ·--_ ·---. _. ___ __w9q:J..cl.~Rpear that a similar approa9h to scheduling might be effective. 
The job-shop priority rule investigations, which have been per- ~" .. :, 
! 
fo-nned to date, form the background for a priority-_ dispatching study in 
" . -- -- --- - ---
\. 
~~:---------------~---,-----'--..--------:___the ___ make-to--or.der _assembly _shop,-- but cannot -· be applied directly. ·- .... ---------·----·~-
,u 
''.' .. 1 
.
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.. ~----·_-----'--_ - . ....,._..- ... ....."....a....:-.._----
6 
. - ."What would be t.he effect on priori t-y rule 
jobs were not independent, but.r~~her sets 







' l . I 
~ ... 
~ -- ----· '-- ... .,. - - -- .--- ---~ -- .-------,.~- ~·-·· -,- --- -- . --- -_-_ -- :- - ....:._ __ :----- - I 
performa~ce if the 
of jobs had ·to be 
. f 
. ) 
.. - . - . --------·. - : -.:'-·--------:-: .. t----






What ,vould_ be the effect on priority rule performance of i·ntro-
duci·n_g assymmetry into the shop config:uration and flow patterns 
--, ... : ......... 
... ~---, 
into the job routings?" 
,_,, ••...... ,,,_,,,_,.,\ .. 
The· di§.patching phase of scheduling-. is the lowest level of schedu-
·-.· 
,4 • . ! 
-ling. The decision of which job to work on Ii.ext must always be made l If' l 
'. f . 
··-. --~-~--~ ··--·-------. 
- - ·-·-·. -.- ·----- - --·-···-· -·· ·-------------~--------~~---------L.;,_ 
when two or more jobs compete for the service of a facility. · One of 
the major reasons for continued study of· the di_spatching phase of. 
·---~ .. ,1 • 
schEfdUling is -aptly ·stat-ed by Conway £ 13, p .123] : ,. - . 
"Re-gcflrdless of the relative importance of this phase of the --·------
scheduling function, dispatching is going to be performed~ either 































mentation - when complete information is available - is an 
. " essential part of the process. 
. . 1-- .,,.,- - ., ... ··- ·····--·- ··--- • ···- ··- ·* - ••, ~.-' ............ . 
. . 
.~. -···--,j..;... ..... -_ .. _·..,_, 
-·1···· .. ,; .. ni 
~-~ •• • .. l 
------~- ------- ---- --- - -- ------ ·----~------- -------------- --------~" -
.- -~ ... 
,, .. ,,,. ,._, 
-----'·--.... -~ -~-- ---·-- ··---------··-----·-- · .. -----·----------~----· ---
(· 
.• ..... 
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-- --~-- --"::- --- ··.I)· REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
~ . . . . I 
. ---- -_. .. ---. -· ... ·. ·.  ..  . -~ t 
No literature has been published which directly relates to the . I 
· · · iO I 
· .· make-to-order assembly-shop scheduling problem. . This review covers 
the job-shop scheduling problem .in a· very general sense with parti-: 
( 
I 
- ,• . 
·. , cular -emphasis on priority rules for dispatching and simulation - . 
- ---- ------------------'---
techniques for the evaluation of these rules. The ·job-sh9-¥ priority 
_..,.. ' 
rule studies fonn the background for a similar investigation of 
...... 
-----
' dispa·tching in the make-to-order a.ssembly shop. 
Numerous approaches to the job-shop scheduling problem have 
been tried. Combinatorial analysis·, statistical analysts (queuing), 
integer linear progranuning, and empirical, rJM"es are the optimizing 
procedu~~s recognized by Sisson [47] in his review of sequencing 
research. The definition.of sequencing adhered to was given by 
Churchman rs, p.450J, "Sequencing is used here to refer to the order 
in- which units requiring service are serviced." From the industrial 
scheduling point of view, Muth and Thom~,~n [41] choose to cate-
gorize the approaches to the job-shop scheduling problem.as 
. " 
follows: wading rule~; heuristic rules; integer linear programming; 
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complete enumeration; saJnpling meth~ds; and learning techniques. 
ror the purpose of this re.view, coJilplete enumeration, sampling 
... ··: __ _ 
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· Complete Enumeration and Sampling Methods \ . 
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_. s .. 
The complete enwnraration of all possible schedules i-s guarantee_d - - --------- --~--- ·r 
J 
. ' 
-- ----- . _____ -__ - ------------ - ----
. . . 
to give the opti1nwn answer. However, for a. shop having n jobs to be 
. : . ' 
------ --------·---------···---·- .. 
. m 
run on m machines., there are. (n!) possible schedules. Therefore,· 
.- ' 
this, method is only feasible fo .. r very sma._11 values of n and m. 
. • 
~ •. I 
. _ · Algortthms we:r::~--~~.Y~!o_:p~<i lJ_~-:~~~~--!l~:r -~~-~l:tQ~p_~p. __ [~1:J]_ _tQ __ -
--~---~· -~·. --------. ~-------------------·--;·------------ --------_-,---- ------------
r 1 ... 




minimize. the length· of -the production schedule without complete · ···· 
_., 
enumeration. ·- The algorithms generate a subset of schedules called 
+h "~ t · " h d 1 " .... e -C 1ve sc e u es. The active schedule is defined to be a 
,,feasible schedule with the following properties: (a) no machine 
- is idle for a length of time suffic·ient to process completely a 
simultaneously idle job and, (b) whenever a job is assigned to a 
-....., .... 
machine, its processing is started at the earliest time that both 
the job and the machine are free. The set of active schedules·· is 
shown to contain a subset of optimal schedules •. Also, it is shown 
that every optimal schedule is equivalent to an active optimal 
schedule. Complete enumeration of active schedules was shown to 
be, practical for small size problems. For larger problems, a 
' . 
~ 
random sampl~ _was selected from the set of active -schedules which 
-...--------- ·- ·~- - -- -:--:-.-:----;--·-':'_:--·--··~-·-·-·-------· ····- ·-·--·-·····-- -· 
produces schedules that are optimal with a probability select~d by ___ , 
the user. .. 
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__ _g __ elec"led the set. o·f schedules with the least number of conflicts 
' . . 
---· 
~--=--==-~~~ ............... ~-~ ------------l~~.....g_......~eat~obab-i--l-it-y---t-han--o-t-he-r-sehedu-le--s-.---T-he-se-~-sehedtt-ler-C:!-s------------'--~ 
- ' 
-· 
,·~ ', I in numerical examples were not necessarily the 'optimum set of 
,· 
• ;,_..,...._.). 1 -.--...-~--- ___ ; 
. ·, 1-· 
,, 
.., ·-- .. • .•.. - '"·', ., . - ~· .. -··· . 
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Another sa.lDJ)ling .approach is described by Heller_ [32]. -~imu.:.. 
lations of -a flow shop were ,performed on .. an IBM 704 · computer. The· 
-- . 
1. ·--~· 
conc.,lusion that t.he schedule times a-re approximately normally distrt-. 
buted for large numbers of jobs was drawn from these simulations. 
·' 
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,,_··:·,,,y,·· ·""':•,,·~~"':,,-· 
,· . .-·: 
..... --, 1::1 ~, . 
samples to take before the probable cost .of taking one more sample 
is. greater than the probable gain associated with finding a better 
~ 
schedule. 
e,::-·. ..' Integer Linear ·Programmi·ng 
c.~ 
The application of integer linear programming, (Gomory [30]) to 
the job shop scheduling problem has been ·proposed by Bowman [6], 
Wagner [ 51] and Manne [37]. None of these .formulations is claimed 
to b~ computationally feasible nor have they been applied _to practi-
cal problems. 
-Manne·t-s formulation, for exampl_e, considers both·. sequenci:p.g 
re __ st_rictions and interference constraints for individual pieces of 
equipment. The .formulation fo~ a 5 machine shop with 10 jobs on 
each machi,ne requires ~75 unknowns. Thisc·-compa.1~es to 600 unkno.wns 
for Wagner's formulation of the same~ problem, In both cases, slack· 
· variables· and the make span1 which is to be minimized have been 
-excluded. The -computational effort which would be required for 
.. 







-- -- -~---1. - The inTerval -between the start of the_ first job and completion,. 
of the last. 
,. . 
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~ Computational experience with the linear integer ·programmin-g 
... method was rE:ported b~ Story and Vlagner [ 52]. They conclude that: 
. " w.e have not yet found an integer programming method that can be--
relied upon to solve most machine sequencing problems rapidly." -
Abstract Models 
.........- ·,-«,- ' . -·-·, _,... I 
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-I 
r i ! 
----------· .. .. A so l.ut-ion. to .the. .two maehine.-.prob lem:. wher.e ___ each- job .. is- .. wo.rk-e--d~-___ .. --·· ----- .. ----· -- , • ! ....a-=: ;! 
~· 
on first by machine one and then by machine two has been given in 
the fonn of_ a simple algorithm fonnulated by Johnson [24]. Special 
cases of the three machine problem ca~ be solved similarly. Various 
- -.. _,~- -·. 
' . 
extensions have been made, which reduce the restrictions necessary 
in the origina 1 formulat_ion, but have little bearing on the practi-
f 
cal problem. 
In general, although the- sfngle machine group studie~ are 
useful in examining specific ~elationships, i.e., M~xwell's [38] 
'-
single channel queuing studies, the results can not be extrapolated 
to provide insight into the real world problems. 
./ 
.; 
The sequencing problem is formulated into a,dynamic programming 
problem by Reinitz [ 43]. This approach looks on an order as a 
member of the population of orders. and evaluates· the statistical 
properties of the population as. influenced by the parameters ·of tp.e 
job-shop. Solving t~e problem for ·the opt~mal sequencing procedure 
. 
requires the description of the system by. the number of· possible . 
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may run into the thousands. With current compute~~ and compute_r 
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-,;. ;\ -~---~----p-rograms,- so!ut4Gns---to-_-problern-s-- of this size are--no~~--~jeasible.--
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Queuing 
.-· .· 





-----------·--"---. --~·~·--.-,-·-. :,--------·-·--- ... --
machine-or machine group as a facility in a queuing system. The shop 
J. 
as a whole can then be considered _to. be a queuing network and va,;-ious ~ 
queuing techniques can:be applied. 
whole queuing system an optimal allocation of queue delays to individ-
. ual products. The variables of the overall analysis are job start 
time and expected queue delay for each operation. weal priority 
rules would be used at each queue in a manner consistent with the 
gross analysis. In this manner, the local rules are intended to· 
. 
reflect the random events which might occur in the system. 
The gross analysis is based on the conversion of expected late-
/ 
ness into an expected variable cost equation. It is then possible 
to optimize the starting times and queue delays.in such a manner as 
to minimize exp_ected cost. Again, however, the solution is not 
. . 
computationally possible for practical size problems. 
The priority rules proposed to fulfill the dispatching require-
-
ments are: 
1. The time schedule priority- rule. 
--·------- "" 
:, •ir-:-,· -
2. The first queue cost priority rule. 
· 3. The second cost"priority rule. 
-• 
' _____ -· ___ ··= --"' --~·----·-~--- -~~fb:e·-.. f-i·rst rul:e secrects jobs from the queue---1.n-·-t-he -order···of~their ----·· 
~-
~--
·---scheduled start dates as determined by the.gross analysi.s. The 
-
. . . . 
--~----·- ...... ~--.. - . scecond~-rule would sel.ect·· jobs based on the- cost of dela-y where :queue 
delay is a constant and the third rule considers the other products 
~ 
f . 
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in the queue and thei·r relat.ive costs before a dec~ision is made. 
,. 
-
. -- .. · .. 
• ,---j,,--. · NQ results of either actual or simulated application of >his 
! 
, I 
. . ~. .~ .. '":········ 
method are available. 
Jackson [22, 23] has done a considerable amount of research on 
... 1 
'-~· 
· the queuing approacho Specifically, he ·has shown that under certain 




- j I 
i 
~ ~ 
' ' . 
:; . 
·{ 
rather than a complex network. The decomposition occurs \1 hen the 
elementary queues exhibit the properties of a.Poisson queuing 
s·ystem that is Poisson arrival and exponential holding time with 




a first~come-first-served queue discipline. Jackson has also shown 
... 
- that in the single machine case, maximum lateness is minimized 
.. when a priority rule ,which se·1ects jobs for processing in the 
order of their due dates is used. 
,Priority Rules 
Priority rules are actually a ·subset of the queuing approach. 
Priority rules are a method for establishing the queue discipline. 
Under the definition of dispatching given in Chapter~! for the 
purpose of this study, priority rules are synonomous with dispatching 
decision"-' rules. 
Three categories of priority rules are recognized in the litera-
.... '!!' 
... ··~:\ 
' •• "C, • 
I' .... ,~"--"-
, ..... ....1 
-----·--··-·-
, .. 
ture. They are: 
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-2. Static - A.ny rule which establfiHies priorities prior to 
~-
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reta inecl unchan-ged or varies independent of the job_ 
. -.-
status and job fi.le·. ~ -i} • ·i 
-- - - -- -------- --- -____ -~ --- ---~- --·. 
" :.:'.i ' 
'~ ., 
·- ..I• ,_ 
! 
3. Dynamic - Any rule which causes tfie priority to .reflect 
-~ 
··--, . 
the job status as time progresses. 
-- -. 
-, 
·In addition, heuristics can be used in conjunction with or __ in 
--~~-,----------~.it-ion. to- --t-he--basic ---dec-i-s-i-0-n--I!-u-le-s.-- ---- ------ --- --
... - .. ' ' -· ---· - . . --··---
The method utilized in comparing priority rules is the sirnu-
, la.tion of a job-,,shop on.a di_gital computer. In many instances, the 






applications have been reported. 
Baker and l)zielinski [3] performed digital simulation studies 
on a simplified model of a job-shop production process. Several 
~ 
basic priority rules were compared. Most remaining process time, 
least remaining process time, greatest number of operations remaining, 
smallest number of operations remaining, first come first served, 
random, shortest imminent~process time (this operation only), and 
longest imminent process time fo,rmed the basis for the rules. 
0 
The average of the job's total manufacturing time was used as a 
measure of effectiveness. The "shortest imminent-processing-time 
• priority rule was found to be ,best under this criter:lon. 
' . 
Rowe [44J- examines scheduling in the context of the operating 
characteristics of a produGtion system.· The "sequential" approach 
- 0 -~- 0 0 ~ •• - - ---•••-•••• - - •• L • •• • -•-• ••• -•-• • • - • ••• • -








____ ·--------··~ .. ··-- ~~--- -_- =•-C. to scnedu-1:i.ng----is p_:roposEid. This approach e.s_tab1ishes a. basic 
···- - .. ---·····-····---···--------- ··-0-. --- -·-·---.--~·~·-····-·--·-------·-···--- ··--·-· -- . 
1 
______ plan pr!or to the execution of a given program and priority rules 
" 
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). used to compare six rules: 
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(l} First-come-first-served 
-- - ~-- --~ - .----- -{-2)---- First-come-first-servec:t- wit·hin-·p·rtority c lasi · 
(3) Sequential rule 
(4) · Minimum imminent· processj.ng time 
.. c·s) Maximum inuninent processing time 
(6), Earliest start date 
. .,, 
The second rule considered value class to detennine the basic· 
priority, and first-come-first-served was used within the class. The 
" . . " sequential rule introduced the concept of flow allowance. The 
flow allowance is defined as a function of the average delay at 
machines, . the value· of the job, the number of operations and the 
= .............. machine ·1oading. The simulations indicated that the minimum immi-··'t··-······ , .. ._ ...... 
nent p.rocessing time yielded the best results when waiting time 
was used as the measurement criterion. The sequential rule was 
--
shown to be significant in JJleeting a desired percent of on-time 
comp let ions .. 
The Cornell Production Control' Research Committee under the , 
directorship of Richard W. Conway performed an extensive series of 
' priority dispatching rule comparisons. The results of their simu·= 
lation studies have been documented·by the committee and have also 
appeared in ·various publications in the form of articles authored 
by members of the conuni ttee .--
-·· - -------- ---- - ~ ~---·------------- -- - - -
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··Conway .. , Johnson ... and Maxwell {I6]· reported on the first phase 
. ' -
of-the project. Random, first-com.~:_first-served, due-date, slack 
}P. time, shortest o.peration,.:.-Iongest-· inun;Lnent operation, fewest re.;. 
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processing time, dollar value, two class dollar value and shortest 
queue for next operation were the rules compared. Make span, 
lateness, work in process and facility utilization were the criteria 
' . 
for performance measurement. The conclusion that priority rules 
can affect the mean completion and lateness of all jobs as well 
r.,·;;l 
. as the values for individual jobs_ resulte.d _fron1-.. this--early wo·r1c;--
Conway and Maxwell [14] illustrate the optimality of the· 
"shortest operation" rule in the one machine case, as proved by 
Smit_h [ 47], with regard to total completion time, average numbers 
of ~obs in process, the average waiting time and the average late-
ness. Through simulation, they show the superiority .of the shortest 
operation rule over random rules for varying work loads and number 
. of machines. They point out thaf:.ith the shortest operation rule 
a particular job might spend a, prohibitively long time in the shop 
and a large variance· in the flow time results. Two variations are 
proposed to reduce these undesirable effects: (1) alternating 
the· shortest operations with a random rule, and (2) truncating the 
rule by imposing a limit on the length of time a job will .. J>e de-
f ~ ... 
"that the s:hortest operation 
layed in any queue. They cone lude: 
-- ------~·-·-· - -~·------"- ~ --·-··- ----·--· 
discipline is very dese:r-:ving of further consideration and potentially 
--··-·-
is of great significance."· 
Conway [ 10] reports on a series -of simulations which differed -- . ·----- __ .. ___ ..... .,~.~·---'>\ .. -
---·-:--
-~------~--------------~---- c••· 
--~ ·_ ""fronc·tne committ.ee' s previous work in that the jobs were released 
at- -random rather than a job 
1
being entered each time a job was cem- -
--':-pJ.eted. A considerable change i:n the variance of job completion was 
noted. The following conclusions were· drawn: .( 
' "" 
.:..· .. 
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. . 
''For· an equivalent level .of uti lizat.ion the shortest operation 
rule yields a significant reduction in both .the mean and the· 
·varia11ce of the distribution of completion times and a con-
conunitant reduction in the mean numb~r of jobs in the shop, 
. . . . . 
as compared to the fir-st come first served -rule. 
For a given -·level of work-in-process (number of jobs in -the 
shop), the shortest operation· rule incre~ses the utilization 
. . 
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mean completion time but greatly incre~ses the variance of. 
completion time as compared with first come first served."· 
' I • ' 






, ......... . 
No attempt is made to establish which criterion .of shop loading .. is 
. ..• 
the more realistic. However, this study shows that the shortest 
------------ ·------- - -
-----------· operation rule cannot be categorically condemned as a high variance 
- --····---~----·· .. -- .---~--···. - -- . ---
. . 
discipiine. 
Conway [13] outlines the recent developments in the Cornell 
groups research. Simulations were performed on the IBM 7090 com-
puter for a nine machine shop with a program written in SIMSCRIPT1• 
The measurement criterion used was work-in-process inventory •. 
. 
Seventeen rules ranging from first-come-f i~st-served to a weighted 
sum of next processing time and work in following queue were com-
pared. The fo !lowing conclusions were made: 
(1) No reasonable measures of- performance appear to be ... 
. .. 
invariant· under the choice,, of priority rule. 
/ 
--- - --- ---- - -- ------·-------~-
(2) Rules which are equally simple and reasonable to impie-
ment give important differences in perfonnance. 
(3) The shortest processing time rule dominated all. other 
·--···-·-·- ···-··--------·-----·. -----~·--·--·-- .... --··---~- -~--~--------··-
·------ .-~ __ .J_ ------~------
.. ,. 
.. ... _ ..... ·--····--:«,. .. - - ·--
- - - =-=------==. -· -'i'" ---ca -:c:: ,/!. ~-~-·· -----·---·· .. ,-- -- -
-rules -·teste&·with regar(! -to tfbest" performance measures.-· ___ .. ____ •,• __ ,-, ·-··-·Y:.' ... ·.~-~---- - .. c.•,-,_, 
---------- --~-- ----- - ~----~-----
1. A RAND Corporation simulation language. I 
·- -·.:,.j .. -
• 
. ,--· - . 
' 
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-pi)· · Results indicate_:_:_that highly precise estimates of pro-
_____ eessing tim-e -are--noJt re-qutred -for ___ sclieduling purposes. 
- ,_ ... -
(5) Cotnbinations of the sh·ortest operation rule with other .. 
1.. 
-. , ................... . rules seems to be beneficial. 
The most important .conclusion is -quated in its entirety: 
--------'--·· ------------·:--·--- - - -
. -
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"These ·results suggest that it woulq be both worth-while 
and possible for n12ntifacturing firms to rat~onally select -
a· priority rule for job dispatchingo This v1ould be worth-
while because these are significant differences betvJeen 
equally implementable rules - no elaborate data processing 
system is necessarily requiredo This would be possible 
because the technique employed here - simulated experimen-
tation on a digital computer-= can __ be used as effectively 
to study the performance of various rules :under the con-
i. 1 
l 
straints andl idiosyncrosies of specific real shops." ~ 
Conway suggests that future investigation be directed toward a 
procedure which would out-perform the shortest operation rule wit_µ 
respect t·o minimizing the number of jobs in queue; investigation 
of the effects of assembly operations; investigation of asymmetry 
and unbalance ip shop configuration and flow p(~,erns in job routing; 
~; 
and, effects of lap scheduling and r~ lated operation and machine 
specification. 
The effect of roodifying the straight-forward priority rules by· 
1-, ...... ifit:orporati,ng a· nwnber of heuristics, or rules of thumb, has ·been 






I . .. studied by Gere (27]. Examples of the heuristic rules t.ested are 
. . . ' ~-----· 
--------. - - ___ • -- . . --~--. ---c- - . .... ~ 1 . '·' -- - -·--·--·····-··-----·---·· -·-.-_,- -,. ·--------- ---~-----=.;;-.==:.=·-. ----- - . ... --- .- --- . 
1 
. as fotlows: 
. 
-.,," ' 
(1) Alternate Operation - The ba·sic priority rule is 
! 
-----
·----··-- -- ·------------'"--· --- --
----- ----- -·. --~--,··-··--·-·-----""'."' - -· 
- __ -_ ----
slack). If a job becomes critical, the next job is selected 
according to the prim~ry rules, the'heuristic rule is rechecked, 
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and then check to _see if a critical job is' scheduled to arrive 
prior to completion of this operation. Check the effect on job 
.:...-. - • T 7 • . -._ -- • ·---;-
---
lateness. of both the scheduled and critic~l job and schedule the 
job which gives the best. re~ults. 
·---~·-·-······· ....... :~~ ...... ., ... "··· ------ .. -, .. . 
,. 
The rules were compared on the basis· of due dates. The measure 
used was the sum o:f lateness. 
Gere co.ncluded that the he,uristics · selec-t-ed to bol-s-te-r--t-he-- -
< 
priority rule are more important that the selection of the priority 
rule •.. Accordingly, he sugg~_st_~ the use of a simple rule such as 
------------.. .. ... -. . J:::''-=:,-~ "· -
shortes~ operation or job slack. 
----~- ------------------ -
,,.. ... r! ...... . 
:.~--·-
Fischer and Thompson [21] have attempted to apply learning 
techniques to the local priority rules. Two rules were considered: I 
' " (1) Shortest Operation and, (2) Most Unfinished Work. Random 
selection of the rule was compared to increasing the probability of 
selecting the rule which gives the best results. The authors 
conclude that learning in the sense of ipcrea~ing the probability 
of the rule giving the best results is possible., but it does not 
give results which are significantly better than the unbiased 
~' 
·, 
__ random· selection o:f rules. The random selection, however, is 
considerably better than ·""applying either rule singly. It is sug-
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~.:.--- .-·.··--·-----·-·-.---· ·------------ .-:.-==-~ ------··-- ----------- __ , __ :··_- -·- -
---- - . ' -- . __ --- - . _-_,----:: 
- 0 
research is required. 
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____ ..._ ________ t -·--------·--------- -- - --- ---·---- ---------·-·------·-·····--·-· - , ...... ----·· ····- - --· 
L., 
--·- ----·--- -system was described by LeGrande [35]. The actual jo~ files served 
as the source. information for the -simulation. Studies were made of 
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'· · the kind of results that can be obtained by simulation.· The ·mini-
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. __ ·· .. _. _ . ___ munf· __ t>peration _time was_ found- to give .the best results--. -·. ··. - .f-- . ·--· -~-~-
-·-::--z-·=· 







The IBM Job Shop Simulator was. used by McKnight [ 40] to study 
' the seq~encing problem, Three· prio-rity rules· were compared. They 
were slack time· per operation, first-come-first-served within value 
class and minimum due date._ Simulations were performed at various 
levels" of shop load· and at different percentages of jobs in the 
' 
high value class. 
I • The conclusions ·drawn were: 
\ .. 
-
•• _ • • --<• ,,-.... ,_._,~.~-r ~•- ,- .-C- • • 










(1) The shop loading affected the performance of the dis-
----·-···--------·-·-·-~-----·--·-- ... --- -~--~·--·-· 
(2) 
patching rules with respect to variance of the lateness 
distribution, the in-process inventory carrying costs 
and machine utilization. 
The scheduling procedure which assigns shorter· process~-
.ing intervals·'\ to high valued jobs appear_s to produce a 
" 
-reduction in in-process inventory costs. 
(3) The percentage of jobs in the high value class -does not 
appear to be critical over the range tested (10 to 25%). 
(4) The rules tested had different effects on the measures 
· even for identical conditions. First-come-first-served 
"· 
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i 
~·1 ~. in-process-inventory co~ts. Minimum operation time 
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heavy loads an-a minimum due date gives. the lowest --
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~'--~---. -·-·-. - . ·--------~---- -----,----
None of the rules provided a ·consistent maximum utilization 
'.• . -_•-1. t 
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-CHAPTER I I I 
.J. . 
THE MAKE-TO-ORDER ASSErdIBLY SHOP SIMULATOR 
•. __;__c· --~- .- --- __ · --· .. 
C C g 
- --- ---- --------,----:------.c--~~c.~--'---'--~~~~_::.___. 
The ma~:=t~~o;d:r assembly shop sim:lator cMA./s; must take int~- - - - -.. .., 
J. 
-- ·- ·• - .·----
-~ 
...... 
consideration the more import.ant physical· properties of the shop and 
L . 
.(.', 
product if it is to be considered general in nature. 
Each- operation area in the shop may be considered to be a service 
station in a que.µing system. Where more than one operator or machine. 
is available at a single area, multiple service channels are estab-
lished. In each a~ea, the operators or machines are considered to 
be homogeneous and a s~pgle queue will be formed. The capacity. as-
sociated with each operation area is a system par~meter and must 
have the property of being varillJ>.!E:'!,. rather than fixed. The shop 
as a whole in·;this formulation becomes a network of queues. 
The make-to-order product has several properties which must-be 
considered. 
.. 
1 .... The final assembly together with the various generatio.ns of 
subassemblies are required to mainta~n their identity throughout the 
•-
manufacturing pr,9.p~s-~,· 
2. -. Routirig is required. Each subassembly and the final as-
.;., ·. 
sembly follow a prescribed path through the shop. The e:tcepttons are 
for test and inspection operations which result in a probabilistic 
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i 
' routing to repair. 
- - - . 
,,::;:; 
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- -. ------------·-- --~~ - --- - ------ ··4 .- Operation times must be related -to particular -operations in. __ _ 
. . ,,, . \ 
- -~-_·;.,.,- :~-~ 
-·,:·2 =-tA .- · 
. -r.;::, .=,. -
··~· 
-
accordance'-w1 t-li the type of product. These times s~puld be variable 
'" ... . .. .. ·~' 
· in aecord,ance with an empirical or theoretical distribution • 
~- ·-1-
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•. ·With regard to production control, provision for ~oading and- · 






............. =· ~ .. =-~=· ~--· ~ 
' 
need not be performed within the simulator but provision- mu~t be 
made to accept the information from an external source. 
' . 
·Since at· this stage, the prime purpose of the simulation will. be 
- . - --
-- - --
the comparison of various priority rules, provision must be made to · 
------------- -----
modify the priority rule logic-. Also, control must be provided to 
s.imulate actual shop priority c_ontrol, i.e. , daily update system. 
The general model must also provide St,\mmary measures of sho·ij -: 
performance .. __ Several required measures are: , ... ~-. : •' ·-··· 
1.· Job lateness 
':-·-·-
2. Facility utilization 
3. In-process inventory 
4. Queue statistics·· 
Another desirable feature would be the provision to store models 
. . in a loaded c~pac-ity rather than initiation from an empty and idle 
condition for each run. 
' ' 
- . - - ---- - - o-- ----- ---- -- -
-----~ -- -- - - --·- --- -- --•-<" -- --.-- " 
---- ------- -- - -
-- --------,-- ---·-- -
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~--------·--- ------~--~--=----__ :c :--·1---.--- --
! 
The general model is divided i~"t_g ~_Q~~" maj_Qr sections. 
- sections are: · 
· (1) ·· Production control 
__ (2) Shop Representation 




- . : 
- · ________ . ·------·-· --·--·-·-·',···-··-·-
• ___ c ___ ~_{3_,___,)...______ Product_ I nformat 1=-· o~n==----=~-c.=::=============--=~~--=-'-=:~------'-----· ____ . 
-~------ -------------·····-· 
(4) Performance Recording· · · 
These areas and their relationships to each other are shown in 
- --
Figure 1. The areas are designed to function as independently as 
possible in order to keep the model general, to· allow for flexibility 
in modifying.any section and to make the simulator adaptable to a -
,; ~J 
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· FIGURE l: Basic Model 
I •• 
Mrr=="=--- - - ---- ---------~=~. ~=·=,-·-----·~~--------·····- ····-· =·-,-"~----·------- - . ' 
The model could have been programmed for a particular example, 
i - -
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···--- ·• lo, 
----·-··-·-----··-·-···.---··-·-: .-.---·-------,-~ . - .. ------·-·--· .. ----·--- ·- -
. '· 
r ___ -_· __ ---=~--------------~---tiq_11s:------~ob-Shop sirnulat_or.s cannot. supply all of the necessary logic, 
!, j --
-
i .-e., as-sembly. ·· Therefore, the _ IBM General Purpose System. Simulator 
... 
II (GPSSII) was selected as the simulation tool. -
.. 
I 
,.- i I 
l ,-\.• ·~f t··,: -
: i.4' -
· ---:c··cc:c'.~',, 
'91:..::.;.&$. t ill . . ~ . 
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The General Purpose-System Simulator (GPSS1I) 
- - - - -The general purpose simulator, GPSSII, is a computer progr~m 
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. --~ designed to aid system ·studies. The physical system to be· simula'ted. -
. l ... 
l 
L 
. j ' 
__ and the·· various control functions a.s.sociated with the system are 
described in block diagram form· using _a set of.predefined block 
. ') 
i . I 
·-',;~ ' . t 
-------~:-------"·---- ypes . Each- block represents- a- particular action, which is character.;.;.-~-
- ------ --------'---- - -- -
.......... -,,., 
. -- --~-- --- ---
.l., .... ,, .. -....... _ ....... ··-rt.-·: ·. 
istic of a system operation. The connections between blocks re~ 
present the sequence of actions in the system. 
Basic units move through the system. Thes~ units are dependent 
I.. 
on the nature of the system being simulated. In the make-to-order 
assembly~,shop, for example, these basic units are assemblies and 
subassemblies. Within the s-imulator, the units are called trans-
actions . 
The simulator has g-,·cle-ck· .. The time units are arbitrary." For ... .,,,,.,., .......... . 
the simulation of a shop, .01 hours per clock unit has been found to 
be convenient. Upon entering a block, an action time. is calculated 
for each transac·tion to simulate the time to perform that particul-ar 
action~ The transaction remains at tha block until the simulated 
time has ex~ired and then proceeds to the next block. 
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. 
-
=~cc~~~, Ut-lliz·at ion of f acilit-iefs, nurnoe:r- of transactions entering, each 
!'__ .... 
I 
' . ! 
,· block, . current cont.ants of eac~_ .. Q~! .. ~ck; and the cont~nts Qf assigned ·, - --- ~-- ~-- -- - -, -- --------~- ~---------- ·--~-- ---- ----------
------- - - --- - - ·------- ----- -- --- - ----------.-. .-· . __ . -------b,------ _...., - _,r~ ·- - - • - - - - • - - - --· 
•·· --.~=-_ ---~- storage-locations are normal outputs at· the completion of each simu--:. ____ _ 
---4----' 




. _lat-r-on. Tabulation of syst~m parameters in a histogram format, queue 
statistics and user programmed recording are ·available, but,must be -
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. ' 
The f-ollowing ·ar~ a few of the other special· features of GPSSII.: ·_ 
' . 
j ( 1) Transact ions can be .gene·rated in assembly sets·. Th.ese '-sets can 
·be assembled during the· simulation ·by an assembly block. - (2) Comp-
lete· mod~ls including all transactions_ can be saved on tape. In this 
' 
'. 
• i manner, a simulat_ion can be continued from a previous run.without 
co~ reinitializing. (3) Transactions can be recorded on a job-. 
tape for later insertiQn ·into the model or as input to another model. · 
(4) Statistics can be reset during a simulation run. In -this man-
ner, initializat.ion data can be rejected and statistics can be 
collected over any specified time interval. (5) A random number 
generator is available internal to the simulation sy·ste·m. (6) Fune-
' tions can be specified with any system variable being the argument. 
These functions can be discrete or continuous. The continuous func-
tions, however, can only be specified as p-iece-wise linear approxi-
-- -.- · ~--' ~;:---;: . ·- mat ions. 
·c GPSSII has been described in very ·general terms. No further 
~nowledge of GPSSII is required of the reader in understanding this 
. - ,. presentation. However, if the reader-has an interest in obtaining 
•. •' . .. 
" 
' ·.~.' I' 
a fuller understanding of GPSSII, the following referen~es are 
s-uggested for background reading. "The necessary explanations and 
L_ ' 
i 
_·-__ --- -- --- -=--==--::!::'=---="----""'···· -_-- ·.---·· 
_tr~ttY.ct ions f e>:r creat :ing a model in GPSSll and for operating the _.:_:_-.,.=.....:._-_,_·:.=-_-~:-c-.c::::.'""·---;.;_:::. ,_ ·-·-'-··. -- _ .. 
• 
1 program are cqntained in the IBM manual [ 25]. . A more graphic des- =-- .. _ 
______ ; ___ , -·- - -- •·· --- --- - ----- ·--······· 
. - .. ----···-----···------- ----------·--·--·-- ----· -- -
- ---· --·--
, .. 
·cont--ained in the series of articles by Mr. G. -R. Gorden, et. al. [ 31] :· 
\. ...... Specification of the Gen-eral Model 
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r.-- - ' 
,·2a ,,.- . 
-- ·- -- ___ / l ·. ··--.-, 
and relationship t·o the system ~m_eters. -~ _: __ ·~-~ 
• -- - •. _ ._-· _r Production Control: . 
- -·- ---- - _,_____,_. __ · .. ---------------- .. . . 
-
....,,_ ... ,,,,.---· 
\. 
-·~. 
The production control· section includes all of the scheduling 
" . 
and: loading functions performed internal to the simulator. Pre-~ 
loading is not actually part of production control; however, the 
tion of the model. 
The actual loading of the system must be determined external to 
the simulation model. The required inputs ar~: (1) the type of 
product.; (2) the release quantity;. and (3) shortage information. The 
,, 
. " ,, 
model is set up on a · type of product basis. Each produ-ct is pro-
t 
grammed separately. The variable is the quantity to be released. 
Shortage information is based on a distributio·n, which must be in- .· · 
serted as a linear approximation of the continuous function prior to 
the run. 
. Sched~ling information must also be supplied·to the model in 
terms of due date or start dat'e and. manufacturing interval. From 
these parameters, release dates and due dates -- established for are 
) 
ea.ch job. As required; intermediate generation due dates are calcu-
~ated during the simulation. 
- ... ~ -
-











i r~ l ~ 
: ; 
·.co••-···. --_ ......... • --·--····-•--..... - --~~' -: 
L ... ~: 
I • Cf : 1 ··though a portion -~! the <?R~:r~tJons bad_ .a_lready b_e_en .eomplet.ed. These ----------·------·-·· --· - ... -- ;,, 
------ -~---
··---- ----·-·-------·~,-
~--· ' . 
.·· -
jobs are generated at their normal release time, but are prevented 
frorn_enterirrg the shop until the predetermined start time is reached. 
"d?:-
--. 
Tha-rlistribution of job~ in the shop must be determined manually and 
: ' 
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r~-Th ere fore, if logic is not inclu~ed· ii) the rno~el to_~establi~_11·p~_i9:ri'ty,·_· .. -'----~~._s __ ---~-. - - --··----------------------·-------· ------ . ;. • 
. f 
the general model will function on a first-come-first-served rule. 
- .. · .• t. 
The basic model has, the capacity to- perform priority updating_ at 
.. predetermined inte-rvals. Th~ logic to.establish prio~ity according 









~ . ,,~ 
• 
--------~--- -- - ---·---j limitat~on is that only eight classes of pr·iori ty are available with ~ 
) 
first-come-first-served being maintained as the priority within· a·· 
. ' 
-----class. 
{' . t·.~··--··-""·-__:;.-t' 
-- ------ --··----·- - -----·---- ., .. Operation Areas:. 
This section is the representation of the phys~eal shop. ·A 
-----~_description of each operatJon area is required. The number ·of- opera~ J""': 
--- ---
tors or machines is the:required parameter. 
The standard operation area consists of a queue ·and a store or 
facility. The store is a multifacility area and the facility re-
presents a single operator or machine. Such operations as repair 
require control logic, i. e .··/h percentage of uni ts requiring repair, 
in addition to the standard shop representation. These areas are 







- - ... 
,-
! 
" Each asse.mbly operation will have··, a standard operat''ion are_a __ ~ 
Cv 
..... associated with it. The assumption is made that the oper~tion wilJ._. ----~---------·-----·-·-.-·--·· __ -·--· --------·-"" 
--
-· .. ·-·-·-- -·····---·--···----·---·----·-·-··-·-···- -------·----------·--. ----------·--·-·-
------............. :.~ --· 
- --- ·-.---·- .. - -- --·-···- -·- ...................... --·----.. -··-----------J __________________ , ·· -----~--~-~------------n9t_ p~---~:t.a_:rte.d ,J1nt.l!-all ____ o_f __ the ___ sub,assembl~ie~--8r.e---3¥8-i-l-able-~-----····· LOg.i,G - 0--- =-~~------: ... --,----.~t:-
,- -· -----·- - ··• · .. - - . 
-·--·---
,-; .. ---.. : ""i 
I . 
is-- prov-ided to implement this rule. The required input paramete-_r 
_.-,:-_ 
L~ 
---- -- --- --------- ~-----· --·--·.-
-··~ 
___ --._1-s __ -t~~--~~~b-~! _()_! __ ~~_ba~sembl_!~_s _ wh_i_cll __ make up the assembly s._e_t_. __________ _ 
Product· Information.: •... 
';""""~.---~----= 
The inputs specified are req_uired for· each different type· of--
~., -
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product. _The number ofk subassemblies · in each ,generation and· the 
't .. ' 
- -· ' 
. ' 
. --- -~· ·-. . .. 
. . number o"f ·the first operation of eacli individual subassemb~y is re-
\ quired as an input to the assembly operation area. 
·For each operation, the operation area and the mean time for the 
operation are ·required.. This information .. ,is converted to a direct.ion 
and mean time function. The operation number is the argument for 
these tunct ions. 
Performance Recording: 
-, 
All of the standard GPSS.II .J~tatistics are available on request 
of the user. Special logic has been devised for lateness recording 
on assemblies and subassemblies. Also, sampling logic for recording 
of in-process inventory on an i*lrrval basis has·_ been included. 
.. • 
Miscellaneous Features: 
A pseud·o-norinal function has been included in the general model. 
This function has a mean of 1 and standard deviation of .1. Its prime 
purpose is to· serve aS-.Jt_mean time modifier in order to generate a 
normal distribution of make times. 
The entirer·,model can be stored on tape after any simulation, run.', 
Simulation can be continued from that point or the model carr be 
modified prior to per"forming a subsequent run wi1;.hout any change to 
·-. --·~.--' --·- ~ - -----«--'--____ ., ..... ,. ,.,.,-... , .. ,.,,.,.,, ---~,.,.,_, ....... 
the jobs currently in the shop. 
,, 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE ... ~~-·· _______ _ -------- - _-_ -· -------~- -- - -- --· - J __ _ 
:·~ -·· .. 
ig 
The model described in Chapter III provides the basic framework 
. ~:, 
upon which the simulator for testing priority rules will be built. 
Even this specific simulator is general in a certain sense. Testing 
of priority rules is only one application to which it might be put 
------------- , ...... , i 
since the simulator will very closely resemble the actual operating 
-------------- -------~---------------- --
shop upon which it is based. 
Adaption of the Model· 
... The shop chosen for this study is a definable subsystem within a 
large manufacturing plant. The boundaries of the shop are the store-
"' t:"~ 
room from which material is obtained and the merchandise department 
to which the finished- product is deli ver.ed for crating and shipment. 
The production control functions dealing with this specific shop, 
the operation areas, the persorinel and the product being manufactured 
are the basic components of the subsystem. 
Production Control: 
The shop operates on a weekly cycle. The parts and apparatus 
-
-for a job are selected for release at the beginning of the week. 














1 . . . ' . •·-- . . .. '. • • • - -•· .. • 
• •- • • • •• - ·• ••·' ·••• 
• •••-•••·•-•••I ••••-•• .~.- ... -.-.... - .•. '""""'··•• ·--•,.,,•••- . .- •-,,.P J . r_·-shortages. Only ·that portion of the job which has a shortage is 
. . 
; .. - .,.. 
r----
' . 
------~-.:----~---------· -.·--------~~!~_y_~~-~-:-~ __ !!>-~- --~--!!JlUl ~!~1.9. !.~~~-~~~-~ ___ j __ ~~~- __ tl ~-~~:1~-~-i !1.~ -~o a . pr~de_!e_~llli n~d_ .. __ ~ ____________ . -------·-·--- __ ------: _ 
... ----~----~- ~~ 






- . ·- . --.. ... ' - .. -----------. -··----·-··--·-··-·--·----·-----·--········-·····- . -·-- .---- -----·-·--·--··"-·-----------·-··•·;·------·····--······--·--- .· .. . --·····-----·--"··--···--· .. . . 
-----···· ----- ------ -·····- ··--· ···-· -······ ··---· ··-·-~·-···-----··· --·· ·---.--· -· - -,• ·----- ····---,-···'°!· ·- .. -·---·· - .. ---· --------·-··-·---·-···-·----- --·-
release quantity. The quantity of eacli type of produet t6 be released 
·------- K 
ea_~h week-of the simulation must be inserted prior to ·the start of 
the run. A Bhortage distribution based on historical data has been 
insertea into-the model. The distribution is illustrated in Figure 2. 
• I 
I 
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The jobs are scheduled by a standard backoff proce.dure.. The 
job due-date is set in conjunction with the loading function. Based ) 
on this due~<:late, a due-date for e - h generation is detennined by 
backing off a standa~d interva} weeks. The simulator schedules ·· 
in a forward manner. The rele se date is set according to the loading 
function and a stan~d two week· inte:n,al is assigned for each gene-\ 
ration of subassembly and for the final assembly. Intermediate 
generation due-dates are calculated as required. These two methods 
'· 
are equivalent O The relat_ionship between due date. and release date 
--
or ,start date is a constant which is determined by the standard 
.. ---·-· --- ----------· - , ... ,--'---·---.----· --interval/ used and the !,l\JIJlber.~ o.f generations of the produ~1· 
-·-·At-- any given time, the shq_p has jobs in yarious stages of m~qu-
facture. It is hypothesized that under controlled conditions the --
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' ' jobs in the shop, facility utilization, lateness of completions, etc • . , 
Rather than starting--· the simulator---at a~_-empty ~Q.g_~ici_le _condition, -~------'-'--~-'---
.. J Jpbs are inserted into the ·simulator model at various stages of com-
-p'letion. . T_his reduces the amount of simulation "required to approach 
the stable state. Also, once the simulated shop has been pre-loaded 
and is operating, the e·ntire model is preserved on magnetic tape_ . 
.. This provides a starting point for future simulations which can be 
· stabilized faster than restarting the entire model for each simu-latio_n. 
The priority schemes based on the priority rules to be compared 
-are discussed in the design of the simulation experiment, which is · 
.. the last section of _this chapter. 
Operation Areas: r 
The shop is divided into operation areas. Each area consists of 
.. 
a group of operators and work stations for the performance of a par-
~/ ,.. 
ticular type of task. Space is provided to form a queue of work 




~----- -- - --
-- ------------- ---- •·:; ... _---- -
assembled .to form a lower generation subassembly or the f irial as-
sembly, the assembly operation is not to be started until all of the 
.... i subassembl ies are avai !able .. "·"· The following operation areas are 
located within the example shop: 
- - .· 
- . 
--·---
- . . .. - .. - . -·-· -·· --
- -- -·,---- _··:. 
-i' ----' . -' - .- •·- ·a:;c·:· -- -- -~ .. ~~--. ;-,-_ - cc--, ·--- ·- ·--~ •-. =- ~- - -~- . - ·- --·Op-er·a t ion Area . -
~ a_g;. .--- -- -- - . ----·-··------· ---- ---·-· ---- ---- -- . . .. - ----------------------- _,_ . ---- ----- -- ~--- --
.· 
,;~ - . ', 








t_ ___ __ __ ___ ____ _ Subassembly (Pa~:1_) 
-- --- --.----·-·:· .• ~-~-----·---,- -- _____ ___=::;.:~..::..'".:._--::::C...,..,...~-0,,a_S?.!"" .. -~~~--- ---~~------=~~--;:-... =~-- --- .. -_.-_ -:-:---~:-:---··· --· -· -··- - .,...=·-..,,.....-:~:-:":~:'.:-::~.--,--.- _.·- .. -. -----· 
-c- ____ ·-, --· ·-·· ·.:_-_ ·- ----- ~~- ---~---- ------ -- -- - • - --
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Assembly-
Wiring-
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· -Final Assembly (a·ay) 
C J 
Bay Assembly-
Bay Test- _ 














:'. ' . 
··-······---·~-·-· 
-- -- --- _...__ --:=.. ~ - ---·-------------- --------·-,· -
.. _ ,; . 
.•. 
· .. .:...-. --
-
The tag designation has b~en included for use in the product routings~ 
\ The simulator has a ·queue and a store (mul ti--facility block) associ-
ated with each of the operation areas. Basic capacity of the area 
is defined prior ·to the beginning of the run. Variable capacity 
areas are-defined by a queue and a group of facilitiPs each with a 
single unit capacity. Variability is obtained by preempting one or 
more of the· facilities. -The repair operations in the simulator 
· include selection logic_ to allow 20% of the units to enter repair 
,!,.... '·~· l" 
after certain test and inspection operations on a random basis. Two I<'# 
types of repair operations.have been included: (1) The repaired 
unit proceeds to the next operation on the routing sheet. (2) The 
repaired unit returns to the test or inspection area for re-test 
or re-inspection. 
- - - -- . - -
-- ~ - -- - - - -- -
Transport between operations can be considered to be an opera-
The alternatives are to insert· a distributio~) of transport . _ 












times and select __ a time at random- or--to---consi-der- all -times to-·be- -------------------- -~-
___ -------------------~------ ---- =-:,..---- __ ......... -.,·--·---·--····-- -------
---- - __________ ,_.,.,...,-""""".,,,--:-----------:---c:----;--....:~.:,.1'.7~---.• ·--···-,·.---:-.-.• --·- ·----· - -· .. - .. - --·.:- - . . --- .---·--- •.-· ---·- :;t"'."""'"-,----,·-------,-,-,.-~.--·· ,,· .. ' ::=-c~.-.:-;:~-=-::,--,···· ---- -- ·- -- --·- -- ~-:----
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zero. The first· alternative was selected. Based on a limited study 
of the--shop, a uniform distribution with a mean of .60 hours and 
'i -
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_____ , ___ _, __ ~~-~~- -- _ _____:._ ___ •-.-~---
- ------~~ ~ . 
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u 
-Product Information: 
-- -- _ The product can be des·cribed graphically- by an assembly chart 
· which s·pec1-fies the product flow by operation. The diagram in 
Figure 3 is essentially an assembly chart. Each row represents a · 
• 
subassembly or assembly (Where the complete assembly could not be 
put in a single row, it_ has been extended into the following row). 1-' •• ' ~ •. 
Each block represents ~an operation. Each entry is· defined below. 






- The Operation Number 
- Operation Area 
- Mean Time for Operation 
- Effective number of remaining operations . 
-This information is entered into the simulator as three discrete 
functions. 
I (1) Direction Function --Based on the operation number, the 
~ J . •. - -
, . 







- -- ------ --
---~-----
simulator directs each unit to the next operation area. The operation 
number is indexed between operation-s. 
(2) Mean Time Functions - Based on the operation number, the~ 
simulator selects the mean time associated with each operation. 
! (3) Remaining Operation Function - Based on the operation -
number, the simulator can determine the effective number of remaining 
oper_ations. (The effective number includes all required operations_ 
i_._,_-_:-_11 ~ - -
.. 
: .. :_· __ -.-.. _" .•-.·._·,,·· 
. 
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--,-,-_. - - . _-·= 
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··-·4 
. of subassembl ies ~n each generation and t_b.E3 first operation numbers 
must -be inserted into the simulator. Also-, the number of sub-
assemblies associated with each assembly opera~ion is.required. 
I ,_ ...... . 
, 
-~. 
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' Product Information (Product One) 
/, 
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The __ ada-ptation described. is done on a type~of.;..prodg,;:t_basi~. 






. ··- - ·---~--'---~ 
The simul ~1;~~ has been programmed to ~;~J)ie in-~ss . inventory -~ . ~~ . 1, 
--
-- - ------ - -
j . 
at two· hour, intervals. The number of units.in eacli generation are 
recorded. · A tabulatiop of this data is produced for. each week _of 
simulated operation. 
. . 
Lateness (the_difference between current time and due date) can 
l)', be tabulated at the completion of each subassembly, at the start of 
the first final assembly operation, and at the completion of final 
assembly. These tabulationE; are printed out at the completion of I\ ... • 
each simulation. 
Priority Rules 
.. -- . 
. . -~····-
·-·--1 
The main objective of t_his study is to ascertain the effects of 
• 
· different priority ,dispatching rules on the performance of a simu-
lated make-to-order assembly shop. Three rules, one from each of 
the basic classes, have been· selected for comparison. ··Th·ey are: 
. -~··t··. . . ' -.--- ____ ., __ 
. ~~ (1) First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) - This is a· random rule. 
The next job selected from a queue of w~i ting jobs is the 




w )j . 
. . ------------ -- ··--··-~-- . -~ 
·-- . i 









----------~,---, j ,, ' \ - 1 
.a " (2). Due-Date (DATE) - This is static rule. The next job. . ! t [ 
:.:·--------·---·'-:-·-----·-C---,_ .. -· ...  -------.---: - ...... -. · _,, __ -------·----Se-lErc·te<i· from. a- ·gue-U~-. i S the one. wft:h .-fhe . e·arl.:i.es--f--due_:--. . =--~=~---1 








1 Conflicts betwee·n jobs with the same due-date are 1 




-.. ____ .. = .... -... -==~=o .... ===,----- - ·-·- · :--------- ·----~-----~ .. ~~~-~-.. -.... ·s~t-f'Iid; 1en:··-a--F'CFS has .. :i's .. , :t"or th .. e ... purpose of -this .. s.t~dy.-------.------~-c- -~- ----- .. -j 
.: (3) · Lateness pe-r __ Qperation ---C-LATO) - 'fhis is a dynamic rule. 
.,, I '!~ ... , 1 :: • I 
I:.ateness is defined ---as the difference betwe~n present 
0 
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· ________ --. ·- .. _. ' ' " - 11 "--
,fir • 
'$ 
time and due-date. 
. . . .. · 1 
Lateness is then proportioned -to the r.r -
- -· 1 
remaining operations. . - -- ......... - --·~· - -- , 
.' : :! ·.· 
--------- ------------------~---·--- _'. ·-~--·----+y-- ··~·-·-· 
(Clock ·Time - Dqe-Date) 
Litteness. per Operation ·~ _ --------------··---
. .·· : ... · · 1~·.· .. 




--- - -- !L 
,. . 
Number of Remaining Operations 
...... . The _next Job selected from a queue is the _one- with the_ 
.. · .... · 
I;':':'" 
.-~ . ' _}~ . 
largest v~lue of lateness per operation. Conflicts are 
.. 
settled on a FCFS basis for this study. 
In the operati'ng shop, the FGFS rule could be implemented by 
1
~orming a single waiting 1 ine of uni ts. A conveyor is an example. 
Each new arriv1e.l is placed on the end of the line and· each job 
=~------·- --·--< -···::.:_______::-_-..:::i_:_-c __ • __ ·---:~:~-- __..~,.-_,.._;.; .. '. ·---·• -- •-----· 
selected from the queue is removed from the head of the line.\ 
The DATE rule could also be implemented locally in the shop. 
This rule would require the selection of the job with the earliest 
' 
·due-date from the quiue of waiting -jobs. Due-dates could be examined 
manually or a simple status system could be implemented to keep a 
record of the jobs in the queue._ 
The LATO rule could be implemented locally, but as job file 
J.nformation (remaining number of operations) and calculations (late-
t) 
ness per operation) are requi·red, it would probably be associated with 
















_ . . a more formal system. The simplest system would keep job status and ; .· E 
--~---·-----·----- ___ . _____ :_ __________ :_.=_ ·wcffiTcr ·c·a1 cii1a1e -prrorrty · ·a1-j:e gu1 ar i riTerva1 s ··· < 1 :e ~; d arty)· · ·-:.?I'iOI'ItY · ----. ------ ·--···· j -I 









- -- -= -· · C • -=--=-~·~~~~ ~i ~h ~ be P:r;ormect · · on ~the ] o~~~e~:~e ~h~ -~~~~ update . .· ... ·.·.-• ·. ·· · · •· ·. - -• .~.•· · · -· .. ···~· - f :-~ : 
~{ . 
The FCFS rule is the basic rule of GPSSII. Therefore, this 
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The due-date ~le was implemented bf assigning a priority level 
- -- - - ------- -
- ..:.._. . : --· 
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- -'- .-~ ·- ~-- --~-----·-:·- ---- - -_ ,. 
- I • 
-- - ----- - - - - - -
- - - .:.,_____ - - --- --
,"....: ... 
was devised to circumvent the- problem which arises from the GPSSII 
priority system being limited to eight levels-of priority. Figure 4 
is a graphic. _illustration of the due-date scheme. A job in the 4th 
----
--~'v~• .......... J!~- ------ ---
--
( or greater) week before due-date has a priori ty ___ of- 0-,_ -3rd week a 
priority of 1, etc, and jobs in the 3rd or greater week after due-
date have a _ prjori ty of 6. The priority class corresponds to\ the 





dis~ipline is re~ained within priority class. The highest priority 
' 
class in the simulation system (7) has been retained for control 
functions within the MASS model. Since the priority is determined 
on a relative time basis, it is-necessary to update the priorities 
l 
periodically. For this study the shop operates on a weekly cycle 
.. 
and,accordingly, updating is done weekly. It should be pointed out 
that since the operating,shop simulated uses a weekly due-date, the 
simulated rule.in the MASS model is equivalent within the operating 
range (4 weeks early to 4 weeks late). It is expected that this 
., study will not require simulation outside of this range . 
The LATO rul~ also required-modification to_a_ discrete form. 
--
--·---- ... ·-·- --------·---~----. -- - ---·.,· -- .·- -·-· •·, ~-- . ---·--- _..., ·•" -- .
...... __ ~ -· ------. --···· . ."---- - .. --- ----·····-··--····---- -·-·-- ...• ---- -· ·---· ·-·--- -- - ·--- .............. -..•... ···-·· . ,.. - ..•. ··- -... ---- - -
------ - ---··· - .•. ,--··--- .... ·-····· ---·---·-···· --·---· 
. -· -· - -·- ··-·· . - -
·- ---·· - - ·- --- ---
.. ----···-'"·--·-----·-···---·· .. ·· 
I 
_- .The average number of-operations in the shop was.-found to be seven.· __ -·-·---···----
J 
.-,----,,,----- .. -.. -. -----~·--~,-~.---._-_ ---- '-·--_-· .. -- ' .... ·--
.·-·--
. 
- -- -· -----· -
.. -l..· . . - . . .•.... .,..., .. -- ---·' -.-- -------.-·c-f- . -·· - - ---·-··-··-··-·· ----- -- - . --_ ·:··-.----···-- ·-- ·····
··-· --
This al1-owed 11.4 hours per operation for the average unit. ·1n terms 




_ --Of lateness, this quantity is negative. Arbitrarily, three priority 
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Lateness 
Scheduled Start 
in 1/10 Hours 
t Due-Date 
399 799 1199 
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. 
ave·rage and t}lree classes to values of less.er negative value. One--
.. '.. 
• 1. 




. ' ~ . I 
~ ·-- l: ;· 'f \ i 
·--· ------------------·---.-.. ---~---:-class- was reserved for po_si tive values which are only- obtained ·when'----~------~·------- -
=----~---~------~----··-·--·-----~-----------------·---------·---····---- . ··----·-·---· .. --·---------------~ ---·- ----
_- -----------'-------,----· . 
. - . 
. ·• 
· the due date has been passed. Figure 5 illustrates this rule; The .. . 
. 
int~rvals used are 1/3 of the lateness allocated to the average 
operation. This rule is not equivalent to the correspo~ding continu-
.. 
- ---· - -· ·,- -·-
: 1' 
--------c?-=i,),,__ __ ----------:-1 z.. 








·--;· . ·· .. '. ·.·-
· --·ous rule. 
"Desigt) of the Experiment 
The FCFS rule is a member of the broad class of random rules. 
These. rules do not serve to implement.an overall scheduling plan nol." 
do they tend to minimize any particular performance property. There-
fore, the measures of performance made when the MA.SS model operates 
y ' 
under the control of this rule can be used as a standard . 
. . The DATE and LATO rules are both due-date based rules. . Due-date ;.; 
. type rules have been shown to reduce lateness in job shop simulations. 
Operation of the MASS model under the control of these rules would be 1 
expected to exhibit desirable effects on lateness. · Two criteria will 
be used for measurement. The first is mean lateness. The second is 
variance of lateness. Bgtb measures are proper'ties of·i1 the lateness 
,"-" distribution. Since this study is directed toward the assembly shop 
'aspects of the problem, analysis will be concentrated on the sub-











-~ the- current job status. Accordingly, superior results would- be ~~ i' expected with the latter,: -comparison will be made between the two f'\ L 
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rules using lateness as the comparison criterion. 
IL I_ I( 
\ 
. . ··. ~} 
---
... 
--,.--~ -------·- . -- -·--···---·-----.------,, 
• I 
i 
.-1- --- -·- . . . . - . -·· .· . ' ---------·-- The second comparison criterion which _will be used is i1::1-process -- -- -- ---- ---------- --! -. 
J 








inventory. This measurement is not independent of ,lateness, and rules 
which perform well from a lateness.standpoint should also exhibit an. 
in-process inventory reduction. 
-
The three models will be compared on the .basis of the· ratio 
of iaiting time tti processing time. There is no clear-cut relation--
shtp between this measure and the previous two since both the numera-
tor and denominator of the ratio interact with the previoi".is measures . 
The shop operates on a weekly cycle. Therefore, the simulation 
-·---·-s.• 
will be performed on a weekly basis. Each simulation run will consist--
··1 
of one br more weekly periods. For the purpose of this study, a 
I' 
single typical product- will· be used. The product is illustratetl in 
..Figure 3. Loading will be held constant at 40 assemblies per week. 
i 
! Capacities have been set to simulate a load factor of ,approximately 
90% for all operation areas with the exception of repair. 
The steady state .cond~tion Jor each model will be tested by per-
forming a·Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test at ~.10 level of signi--
fi~ance on the weekly lateness distribution associ_ated with the start 
I 








til hypothesis that the samples are from the same distribution. 
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
_\_-.. ,./ --------------------------------
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. ··- j . 1. 
·-•-1 
,. 
. The orrginal plan to initialize the shop with a FCFS policy and 
then change to the DATE and IATO policies could not be carried out. 
This ·plan required a modification to the queue representations· in the 
model to provide acc~ss to the t-ransactions in- the queues for priority 
updating. The GPSSII system does not hive the capability to allow this 
modification when transaci;ions are in the queue • 1 An attempt to per-
form the modification in the MASS model resulted in an error condition 
which cleared all transactions from the system~ Accordingly, the 
model was run from a preload condition for each separate rule . 
. The model was run for several weekly periods under the policy of 
each rule. The simulation ,ratio differed considerably between the 
FCFS rule and the other two rules. · 
Priority Rule Simulated Time Computer Run Time .'.\ 
FCFS 1 _week 
• 
024 Hours ,, . ',.,f 
DATE 1 Week 
• 150 Hours 
"I 
IATO 1 Week 
• 
160 Hours 
The·values_given represent the average of several runs, The differ-/ 
,-· 
;::~ . 
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' ·- - . ----· 
-------- ~~---·-··-""- ----- - -
- -----------·--- ------------------ -
---------· -- - -·- - -
-
in the queue representation which was mentioned above.-----
policies. less data was collected for these rules than was collected 
1. This restriction is 'in addition to those stated in the s.yst-em r 1 : manual _25, p. 102.J,. 
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0 
for the FCFS rule. A-lso, _·the IATO data was lirni ted to four weeks · 
' 
------------. 
-~----.. -----C...:.---si--nce the mcxie 1~ was 1ost after the ."fourth week as a- resu1 t of an · ;. I 
___ ____.: __ .c__---:-- }:___t 










erroneous switch action taken by the computer operator. 
-~' . . t ~· ' 
Lateness Distribution: 
. . The weekly lateness distr,ibt;tti-on data on the delivery- of complete 
subassembly sets to· the queue as.sociated with the first final ass·embly 
operation have been included in Appendix 1 as Table l ,· Table 3 and 
Table 5. The set completions for the individual rules have been sum-
marized in Table 2, Table 4 and Table 6. These three tables list the 
completions by due date as columns and weekly completions as rows. 
In-Process Inventory: 
The number of second and third generation panels in-process are 
recorded in Table 7 thru Table 9. This data resulted from the sampling 
of in-process inventory every two hours in each of the simulations. 
The scheduling procedtire used causes a constant of 160 to exist in the 
third generation count as a result of these subassemblies haying to 
. . . 
wait for the second generation release. It was felt tn,at a more 
meaningful figure was obtained by d~le~ing this 160 from all of the 
samples. 
., 
Analysts, · . ' 
~-










----·--··-··-------·-------'-----'----------·--- -- --- --Kac1r··-mooel Was--··-a:11·owea··--·-to ___ opera fe --for-- twq weekly- periods from a I . ~ 
I 
. - pre-load condition ·(total elapsed time 5 weeks) and was then tested for 




-----···--· ----·--------··· ····-· ----
~· _c __ : __ -,-'--~--~---::.~-,~--------------~--s--tabil1t·y_----The Kolmogorov..:.Smirnov t-wo sample test at a . l level of ! 
--···- -- . s~grtificance was used to compare- the lateness for successive ·weeks. 
' The Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test is a test of whether two 
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distribution should have sim:flar cumulative--distribtitions. The test 
focuses .on the· maximum difference between the cumulative distributions 
· of; the two samples. 
. 
. 
In applying the-t~st, the cumulative distribution is formed for ··-~ 
- --:···,-;:_ --- . - -
·, each sample. -The maximum absolute difference between these two cumu- · 
'- •.· 
] 
lative distributions ''D" is formed. The null hypothesis H states 
. 0 
that the two samples have been drawn from the same distribution. ·Since 
the distribution of D is known, it· is possible to establish a signifi-
cance level associated with the hypothesis. 
Siegel [46] gives the value of D for a level of significance of 
.10 and large values of n as: 
a 
nl + n2 
1.22 i 
nl n 
,\ - ~ 
2 
A large value of n in this case is considered to be 40. 
The pre-load run for each model-was eliminated and the cumulative 
distribution for weeks 6 and 7 was formed for the MASS mode 1 under 
,, 
each operating p~licy. These values are recorded in Table 10. The 
testing of ·these ·successive weeks under eaol;l policy gave the following ) 7 
. J . ' . 
results: 
,. 
. . . . · .. ' · .... · . .--·----
----------·-·---
---···------'-·-----·--·----·-···----
---·-··----r ··-·······--·--···-- ~ for . 10 
. -.,,_;,,i> 
·Rule 
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---~o not reject H 
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Do not reject H 0 
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. 
As a result of this stability analysis, the data from the sixth week 
- -· -· ....... ---·-···-·--··-···"·---------·-·----:~··-----... 
-
· and on was accepted for further analysis under each· operating policy.· 
_ 
--- --- - -~---------- -
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\ 
' .- ~~ekly distribution data for each policy was co_mbined for this 
. \---
· analysis. The cumulative distributions formed are listed in Table 11 
and for graphic illustration are plotted in Figure 6 .· The Kolmogor·ov-
.. Smirnov t.est at .. a signi_fJcance level of .10 was performed to compare 







B0 - The distribution of lateness is not atfected by the priori!Y 
rule us~d for dispatching. 
B1 - The distribution of lateness is affected by· the priority rule 
used for dispatching. 
















H0 Cannot be Rejected 
, ..... ,,\) 
The first ,-·-.and sec·ond tests indicate that the lateness distribution 
using the FCFS rule differs from the distributions obtained using the 
·- -- -- --~~-- --- - --- --- ~ -- ----- ---- - -- - . 
DATE and LATO rules. The third test indicates that no difference in 
the distrtbu-t-ions was observed between the MTE and LATO rules. 
.--~ . 
'' .. -
- ----~---------------~-.~~== -· - - ·- - ' ~~~ .. -~. -=· ;,-=. ~ -- .:.. ___ ',:" ------ ···-·-----· ··- --·-·---·--- -- · .. - -- -__ -,-----::-.---:- -=-:-·-c.-·~·----.-,--:-::--·-:--.c:c-·.----:-- ... - ·-.----- -
The empirical lateness data for the FCFS rule could not be fitted 
-
;pl 
to a normal distribution.:- Therefore, the standard statistical tests 
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diffe,red -from the DATE and LATO distribution. However, since all of L 1 --
• 
. . 1·. 
.. -
the distributtons are symmetrical the comparison of the mean a·nd 




----· . - ·-"' -·-· -..:----·' ·---. ·-·---·---·····-··-"'~-·-
,., .. ; 
---·- -' 
' ' 
variance of these distributions- is meaningful. 
---- -- -·-· - --- ' ___ . ___ , ____ . ___ -____ -_.: · __ 
Rule Mean Variance 
.. ·FCFS .45 ·42.7 
.. _,.. .... _ 
---_,.. .. ,. 
DATE -.54 4~0 
LATO -.61 3.1 
The early delivery of subassemblies is preferable to late delivery. 
Also, the precision with which. lateness can be controlled'-·is also of 




lateness if the precision can be maintained. Under ·this criteria 
(variance being used as an indication of precision), the DATE and LATO 
rules would be considered as "best." Sufficient data was not available 
- to make a statistical statement regarding this· choice. However, the 
. magnitude of the difference in mean and variance for FCFS vs DATE and 
-- , 
FCFS vs LATO would seem to indicate that the difference -in the distri-
butions observed· in the Kolmogorov-Smirn9~ test was a result of dif-
"" ferences in both the mean and variance of the distributions . 
-
To illustrate the difference between the rules more graphically, 
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have the commonly accepted form: .,.~--
f(x) = ax X ~-0 
---------




--- The values of a and b for this comparison will be assumed to be equal 
,,, ___ ........... ._,r 
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. ' LATO 
' F 
· Again, under· this criteria, the MTE and LATO rule can be classified 
"b t " as es· . The increase in penalty cost associated with the .FCFS rule 
· is approximately 3.6 to 1 over both the DATE. and LATO t'ules. 
·in-Process Inventory: 
A regression analysis was performed on the in-process inventory 
samples. The results of this analysis have been plotted as Figure 7 
thru Figure 9. For comparative purposes;. two plots have been included 
in each figure. 
The regression line and the 90% confidence limits have been plotted 
,, 
for each curve. The 90% confidence limit was determin~d by taking 1.64 
times the square root of the variance of the estimate. 
The form of the regression line is: 
y=atbx+cx2 
''~-.. -.~~,,. '" . 
, . 
. ,.i.;..-~·· .... ---······ .. ·-··· The coefficients are: 
Rule a ~ .b· 
. _[- -, ' 
FCFS 691 -17. 63· 
DA'tE _____________ __6_l_4 _____________ ~ ___ 9 __ ._g 6 
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'.k- .• 
and LATO rule result in concave curves. · The underlying reason for 
this difference can be deduced from the lateness distribution. 
" I 
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The DATE and LATO rules both· group completion's around the due~ 
. . . 
----------·-·r·_-,-, · · - --- · .. ·date (25% of -the compl~t-ions are late) <vvi th a small variance. Since· 
. . 
: ;", 
- , ... --·---· ___ . 
. :'.· --- -
--
... 
_the shop is·running in a_w~ekly cycle and the due~date is at the end 





completions· increases as the due-date is 
'.[ 
.I 
slope of .the in-process inve11:tory curves 
--:!.·.-=·-,c·,,,t:: .... 
- - - - . "';' -- - - ·-- - ' ., __ • 
.• 
'. ' 
' [ ., 
. 'll 
The FCFS rule is a random class of rule. _ Complet ion·s are not 
grouped in any particular manner ( approximately 50% of the· completions·-
are late) by this rule. During any time interval .. the humberof com-
i'} 
pletions will be proportional to the number of ,uni ts in the shop. 
The ref ore, the nwnber of completions deer.eases over· the weekly cycle 
q 
reflecting the decreasing in-process inventory.· This causes the slope· 
of the in-process inventory curve to become less negat'ive as the week · 
progresses . 
The "best" rule froni' the standpoint of in-proc~ss inventory is 
_ the_ one which has the lower in-process inventory. From Figure 7 and·--,-
Figure 8, it is apparent that the DATE and LATO rules result in a. 
lower in-process inventory than does the FCFS-,rule. The DATE and LATO 
' ' 
regression,curves are lower than the FCFS rule over the entire interval. 
The shaded areas represent the overlap o:f the 90% confidence l~imi ts. 
on the in-process inventory criterion. The regression curves shown in_ 
·---•--a• 
, process inventory over a portion of_t.he- cycle and- the 90% confidence 
r , 
limits for the DATE rule are superimposed on the 90% confidence limits 
for the LATO rule over the entire interval. · 
· .... _ ' -· 
' -.~ 
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~- · · Facility Ytilization: 
· -The experiment w;i.s· run. at a constant· load. _ Therefo·re, the ·facility 
utilization factor approaches. the -fixe,p load value of approximately ·90% 
. 
·;;/ . ............. . 
and· has no value as a .performance· measure. The measure of waiting 
. time to make time is a meaningful measure even under a cons.tant. load -
condition. The utilization information for the tnree rules is tabulated 
below:· 





. Make Time 
Average Weekly 
-- I• -
Queue Waiting Time 


















The "best" rule would be -the one with the lowest ratio.. Under 
..,;_· "'\-· J 
this criterion the FCFS would be considered-best. However, in justi-
fying this classification a defic:iency in the w·ai ting time recording 
..,}. 
in the MASS model was uncovered. -
The model recorded only queue waiting time~ When a subassembly 
was·completed prior to the other subassemblies in its set, it was. forced 
to wait in a holding area until the remaining members of the" set were 
completeq. The complete set of subassemblies was -then entered. into ~ . 
'. 
~- -: ,u 
. ~-., ,--· ~ . 
., 
------~-------· ---· ._-·-· --~~---' .the __ que.ue __ fo_r ____ the. firs.t_opera tion _of ___ the-ne?[t ___ g_~t)-~r~_tt911 ~-~!>~;;-~_E:?:ti!bJy ~--: _________ _ 















. -·-· .. ·--
- ~------
.. -make time ratio. 
The average __ counts of complet~d subassemblies in holding ar~as a~ ,.. 
. -
. -----··----· 
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·The number .of. subassemblies in the holding areas was. 25% greater for 
... :--·the FCFS rule. Therefore,· the inclusion of the waiting times· in the 
holding .area would have the greatest effect on the FCFS ,, rule's waiting 
·time-make time ratio. 
Additional logic must be provided in, the basic model to perform 
the necessary recording function. No selection of a best rule is 
\ 
possible with the .available information. 
' f 
•. f~ --~- -
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(1) The DATE and LATO _rules were found-----t:a give a significant.·-







·~-· - .... 
- r-
-ness in comparison to the FCFS rule. 
. 
·---·~--
. (2) From the tests performed, no discernible difference in the 
( .-
lateness distribution could be found between the DATE and LATO rule. 
Therefore, since the DATE due-date rule requires less file information 
·-and computation, it woµld be recommsnded in preferen~s to the LATO 
rule. 
--
,, (3) The comparison of in-process inventory favors the DATE and 
- f . -~ ... 
LATO rules over the. random FCFS rule, ... ,,,s ... The DATE rule which is a 
> 
_'-',--.-···"·'''Ir~ 
static rule would be preferred due to ease of implementation. 
The superior performance of the DATE (static class) rule and 
LATO (dynamic class) rule in comparison to the FCFS (random class) 
rule was anticipated. It was also conjectured· that the dynamic rule 
would be superior to the-static rule. _The ,results_ indicate that 
under the lateness and in-proces·s -- inventory criteria o'i: measurement, 
no signi fic_ant difference exists between the--levels of performance 
for -the · DATE and LATO r,ules. 
-The limited amount of testing -i>erformea-·-re·stricfs these ·coIF=~~-,----c~c-~ 
clusions to the shop simulated. No attempt will be made to ex- - ---- - -
-···-····1 
'-. 
-trapolate the results to more general applications. 
.\•··i" ... 
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and with the e~-~~P_!iOJ!. ~~---~inor modifications to the recording re- .. ·O. 
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in exhaustive testing. 
Areas f.or Further Investigati~n 
The extension of this stu~y should first be directed toward 
ascertaining the effects of the various make-to-order-assembly shop · 
par.ame.ters, which were held constant ;during this investigation.-
I In particular, the loading, product mix ~nd operation area capacities. 
should be considered. -
( 
-'l 
Secondly, more complex priority rul,es should be investigated. 
-=-=1 
One of the prime points of interest in this area would be a more 
coinp_lete st~dy of the relationship between the static and dynamic 
Ji 
classe·s of rules with regard to the various performance 1cri teria. 
For example, ·~ dynamic 
~-
-."' 
members of an assttmbly 
··, .. 
rule which considers the status of all the 
set might prove to be of value. 
The. expansion otthe investigation into the overall schedul~ng ' "I. .. · 
;, 
.. 
problem in the make-to-order-assembly shop should also be accomplished. 
. ( I 
Flow( allowance .. ,~che':ful1ng impiemented ·with a corresponding set of 
\ 
\ 
·priority rules would be a good s<t:arting point. -
I •• • -, \,_ 
The model should--aTso be expanrleri to include such features· as 
overtime, rush jobs, interchangeable parts, etc. Many of these 
It would.be anticipated that ail of the suggested extensions 
.r'' ~ -









-~- could rely upon the general model and in ~ome cases modifications of the 
adapted shop model to fulfill tpe simulation requirements. 
,, 
,,,,~ .... -. 
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- Late,ess Distribution 
We k Number 
10 11 12 
-
1 
2 6 5 
5 6 ·6 
5 8 5 
2 4 31 
0 0 1 
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1 0 1 
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DA.TE - Lateness Distribut-ion 
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FCFS - Subassembly In-Process Inventyry. 
Week: Number 
.... 
9 10 11. 1 12 13 - 14 
712 657 706 675 676 66.4 
699 644 681 659 638 639 
650 624 662 647 614 615. 
625 624 632 1 , 629 601 602 
C 601 600 626 617 571 596 
593 594 578, 591 547 578 
581 582 5711 561 540 565 
568 569 559 554 528 559 
562 550 541/· 535 527 540 
I 
543· 530 523 1 515 503 521 
525 . 517 505 515 485 496 
519 505 493 503 460 .,,.-. 482 
506 492 570 467 ~/ 464 
--:, 
488 4,80 462 443 442 446 
482 472 450 443 442 446 
464 471 437 443, 441·· 442 
453 457 431 441 437 419 
437 446 411 426 415 409 
425 431 405 -416 407 392 
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TABLE ~ & 9 ·· 
Subassembly In-Process Invento~y 
TABLE 8 - DATE 1 • 
Week 
6 7 8 ·o 
602 596 583 
599 588 576 
·599 584 576 !· 
586 584 557 
574 577 542 
562 565 51.7 
555 558 504 
545 539 497 
537 521 478 
513 514 ,J60 
501 483 448 ~ 
471 458 434 
441 427 416 
I 
440 408 41'0 
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